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a b s t r a c t 

High Entropy Alloys (HEAs) are an increasingly dominant alloy design paradigm. The premise of entropic 

stabilization of single-phase alloys has motivated much of the research on HEAs. Chemical complexity 

may indeed help stabilize single alloy phases relative to other lower-entropy competing solid phases. 

Paradoxically, this complexity may de-stabilize these alloys against the liquid phase, potentially limiting 

the application space of HEAs at elevated temperatures. In this work, we carry out a comprehensive in- 

vestigation of the phase stability in the fcc CoCrFeMnNiV-Al HEA space using a state of the art CALPHAD 

database. By using modern visualization techniques and statistical analysis we examine the trade-off be- 

tween chemical complexity and stability against the liquid state and identify a potentially difficult to 

overcome barrier for development of high temperature alloys, at least within the conventional fcc HEA 

space. Limited experimental data seem to be consistent with this analysis. 

© 2021 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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High Entropy Alloys (HEAs) are a dominant paradigm in alloy 

esign seeking to exploit chemical complexity in order to over- 

ome challenging performance trade-offs that otherwise would 

e very difficult to resolve using conventional alloys at the cor- 

ers/edges of the composition space [1–3] . Out of the thousands 

f HEAs investigated thus far, most of them perform at best as 

ell as conventional alloys. It must be pointed out, however, that 

here have been a number of alloys tat certainly belong to the 

erformance Pareto front in the alloy space with improved ductil- 

ty [4,5] , fatigue strength [6,7] , fracture toughness [8] , and ther- 

al stability relative to their conventional counterparts. 

The “high entropy” adjective was initially used as the distinc- 

ive qualifier for this alloy paradigm as the existence of stable 

ide single-phase solid solutions within the composition space 

as ascribed to increased configurational entropy. Phase stability, 

owever, is not exclusively a consequence of competition among 

hases through entropy [1] . One could use entropy arguments to 

ustify the stabilization of solid solutions relative to ordered com- 

eting phases with less configurational entropy. Analysis of some 

ystems, however, suggests that differences in configurational en- 

ropies between ordered and disordered phases at temperatures 

lose to the order-disorder transition are negligible [9] . In the case 

f phase competition among disordered phases (e.g. hcp vs. bcc), 
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ntropy should play an even less defining role, given that such 

hases are likely to have very similar configurational entropies 

10] . 

Different solution phases in the solid state may thus not 

out-compete’ each other significantly on configurational entropy 

rounds. In fact, there is recent evidence [10] that there are en- 

halpic effects associated to atomic distortions that play a non- 

rivial role in the stability of bcc HEAs in competition with their 

cp forms. Yet, one aspect of the phase competition among simi- 

arly disordered phases that has not been explored systematically 

nd that can have significant consequences for the search of high- 

erfomance alternatives to high-temperature structural materials 

uch as Ni-based superalloys is the actual effect of compositional 

omplexity on the melting point of a given alloy, as this constitutes 

he absolute limit of stability of a given material. 

In this work, we focused on the CoCrFeMnNiV-Al fcc HEA space, 

s this alloy system has been suggested to be the basis for poten- 

ial alternatives to Ni-based superalloys [11] . While alloys within 

his space have been shown to exhibit satisfactory mechanical per- 

ormance it is worth looking into the stability of the fcc solid solu- 

ion in this space against melting, from a global perspective. To this 

ffect, we proceeded to exhaustively sample the phase stability of 

his alloy space using a CALPHAD approach with the TCHEA3 ther- 

odynamic database [12] . We started with 10 6 uniform random 

amples of the total composition space, but focused our search on 

lloys with less than 10 at.% Al (467,228 alloys). We then calcu- 

ated phase equilibria to identify alloys predicted to form 100% fcc 
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Fig. 1. 2-D projection using t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) of the phase stability space in the 7-dimensional CoCrFeMnNiV-Al fcc HEA space. Note: 

Except for (b), points where the plotted quantity was not calculated are shown in gray. a) Predicted phase fraction for fcc solid solution at 800 ◦C; b) Alloy complexity, 

measured as the maximum possible configurational entropy, S conf. of a given alloy; c) Predicted equilibrium solidus temperature for alloys that exist as fcc at 800 ◦C; d) 

Predicted equilibrium solidification range for alloys that exist as fcc at 800 ◦C; e) Predicted solidus temperature under Scheil solidification conditions (infinite diffusion in 

the liquid and no diffusion in the solid); f) Predicted solidification range under Scheil solidification conditions. 
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t 800 ◦C. Notably, only 36,294 alloys, less than 4% of the original 

lloy space, met both of these constraints. Given our interest in 

igh-temperature applications we decided to further constrain the 

earch space by conducting equilibrium solidification simulations 

nd identifying alloys with a solidus temperature above 1600 K 

i.e. higher than the melting range of Ni-based super alloys). Only 

0,541 alloys or 2% of the total HEA space explored met this fur- 

her constraint. In addition to predicting the equilibrium compe- 

ition between fcc and liquid, we also carried out Scheil simula- 

ions [13] (with a step size of 1 K) for the 2% of alloys predicted

o be fcc and suitable for high temperature applications. Scheil 

imulations account for solute segregation in the remaining liquid 

pon solidification and are thus more conservative in their esti- 

ate of liquid phase stability-most solidification processes are far 

rom equilibrium. 

Fig. 1 summarizes the results of the analysis described above. 

iven the high-dimensional nature of the explored HEA space, we 

roject it using t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t- 

NE). In this projection, alloys of similar composition are ‘close’ 

o each other although no quantitative estimate as to this dis- 

ance can be made. The projection shows—see Fig. 1 b)—alloys in 

hich one constituent is the majority element belonging to one 

f the corners of the ‘hexagon’—Al is not a major constituent in 

ny of the alloys by design. Unsurprisingly, the analysis shows that 

cc phase stability ( Fig. 1 a)) is associated with regions dominated 

y Fe, Ni, and Co. However, fcc stability is observed well within 

he t-SNE projection, in regions dominated by senary systems with 

 conf. ∼ 1 . 8 J/K as shown in Fig. 1 b)—S conf. is used here only as an

ndicator of alloy complexity. 

We then focused our attention on the competition between 

he solid and the liquid phases across this 7-dimensional alloy 

pace. As mentioned above, only a very small fraction of this 
2 
pace contains alloys that could potentially compete with Ni-based 

uperalloys—at least from the perspective of their melting temper- 

ture. By examining Fig. 1 c) and e) we first notice that the high-

elting-temperature region in the space is located close to the 

e/Ni/Cr edges of the space. Moreover, when one accounts for the 

on-equilibrium nature of solidification prevalent under most pro- 

essing conditions we can see that the high-melting region is fur- 

her reduced, as a consequence of the alloy solubility differences 

etween the liquid and the solid phases. The effect of segregation 

n the solidification range of alloys in this system can be seen 

y comparing Fig. 1 d) and f): when considering equilibrium so- 

idification conditions, a large fraction of the feasible alloys (fcc 

t 800 ◦C and T m 

> 1600 K) have a relatively narrow solidification 

ange, which may be beneficial as it decreases the potential for mi- 

rosegregation during solidification. Once segregation is accounted 

or, the solidification range tends to expand significantly. 

Going back to the predicted trends in melting temperatures 

 T solidus ), one can observe that there is a definite gradient in the 

tability of the fcc solid solutions as the alloys move towards the 

enter of the composition space. Fig. 1 shows that the central re- 

ion of the t-SNE plot is associated with the highest alloy com- 

lexity (i.e. highest maximum potential configurational entropy). 

sing configurational entropic arguments, this region would cor- 

espond to a maximum stabilization of fcc solid solutions. We 

ote, however, that this stabilization may take place, if at all, 

gainst phases expected to have lower configurational entropy, 

uch as ordered or semi-ordered phases. In contrast, the analysis 

n Fig. 1 suggests that fcc solid solutions do not compete favor- 

bly with the disordered liquid phase. Without delving into details, 

ne could expect that the configurational entropy in the solid state 

s in fact significantly less than what can be maximally attained—

revious work [9] suggests that even for moderately interacting 
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Fig. 2. Dependence of melting behavior on (maximum) configurational entropy for the CoCrFeMnNiV-Al fcc HEA system. Different colors correspond to alloys in which there 

is a component that exists at more than 50%, with gray corresponding to alloys without a majority constituent. Vertical lines denote the configurational entropy of ternary 

( n = 3 ) and a quinary ( n = 5 ) alloys, respectively. I and ρ refer to mutual information and Pearson correlation coefficient, respectively. 
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ulti-component systems ideality (i.e. perfect randomness) is only 

chievable at temperatures well above an alloy’s melting point. On 

he other hand, while some degree of SRO could potentially be ob- 

erved in the liquid, it is a reasonable assumption that the config- 

rational entropy in the liquid state would be higher than in the 

olid state—the same can be stated of other entropic contributions. 

A preliminary look at the impact of configurational entropy on 

he melting point of alloys in the CoCrFeMnNiV-Al fcc HEA system 

s shown in Fig. 2 . In this figure, the solidification temperature as 

ell as solidification range are grouped in terms of the majority 

lement (or lack thereof). Fig. 2 a) shows that there is a (admitedly 

omewhat weak) correlation between T 
eq. 

solidus 
and S conf. , in agree- 

ent with the notion that configurational entropy may place com- 

ositionally complex solid solution phases at a disadvantage with 

espect to an equally complex liquid phase. An exception to this 

egative correlation comes from fcc alloys that have excess Mn 

ue to the relatively low melting point of the latter. In this case, 

he “averaging” effect resulting from alloying with constituents 

ith higher melting points likely results in an overall increase in 

he solidus temperature, particularly with alloys with complexity 

quivalent to a ternary or higher. This correlation is even stronger 

hen computing the solidus temperature under Scheil solidifica- 

ion conditions, as shown in Fig. 2 b). 

We have investigated the Pareto front of the highest T 
eq. 

solidus 
and 

ighest S conf. of Fig. 2 a) and found that compositions with max- 

mum entropy and maximum solidus temperature contain Ni, Fe, 

nd Co in the highest concentrations relative to the entire alloy 

opulation. Moreover, these alloys are richer in Cr and leaner in 
3 
n. Visualization of these insights is provided as supplementary 

aterial (see Fig. S1). 

Another interesting trend that we have captured from this anal- 

sis is the relationship between S conf. and the solidification range, 

T sol. under both equilibrium and Scheil solidification conditions. 

ig. 2 c) and d) show that �T sol. is narrower in the case of both

ow- and high-complexity alloys. The simplest alloys (those cor- 

esponding to a dilute solution with a single major solvent) are 

xpected to have narrow solidification ranges, at least under equi- 

ibrium conditions. When accounting for solute partitioning under 

cheil solidification conditions the solidification ranges widen, but 

he trend remains the same. In both cases, though, there seems to 

e a peak in the variance in solidification range that is located at a 

 conf. corresponding to a ternary alloy. As the alloy complexity in- 

reases, there is much less variance in the solidification range. This 

an be explained because the differences among quinary alloys are 

ess pronounced than among ternaries. The fact that the solidifi- 

ation range is narrower as the composition complexity increases 

ould in turn be explained by the fact that entropic effects in both 

he solid and liquid phases in these systems are the likely dom- 

nant contributors to phase stability. When enthalpic effects are 

ot as important, the Gibbs energies of mixing tend to be similar 

n the liquid and solid phases, resulting in a narrow solidification 

ange. 

While Fig. 1 makes a (weak) case for the relationship between 

 conf. and the solidification range, �T sol. , it is necessary to ask 

hether a stronger connection could be justified. As a rough ap- 

roximation, one could start with the well-known result for the 
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Fig. 3. Dependence of 
T solidus −T m, avg 

T 2 m, avg 
with S conf. for the CoCrFeMnNiV-Al fcc HEA system. This figure shows a strong negative correlation between the melting point of an alloy 

and the alloy complexity. 

Fig. 4. Distribution of melting point depression, T solidus − T m, avg for alloys with chemical complexity equivalent to that of a ternary vs. a quinary alloy. 
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elting point depression—note that this is not the solidification 

ange—in a binary alloy as compared to a pure solvent: 

�T m 

T 2 m 

= 

T solidus − T m, avg 

T 2 m, avg 

= ∼ R ln ( x A ) 

�H m, fus 

(1) 

here �H m, fus corresponds to the latent heat of melting. Assuming 

hat the latter is a weak function of temperature, the expression 

bove suggests that, all things being equal, the melting point of an 

lloy should drop as its chemical complexity increases. Of course, 

he expression above may exaggerate the fact that the liquid is ex- 

ected to have higher entropy, as the underlying assumption of the 

odel above is that the solid phase does not have any configura- 

ional entropy. 

A further complication is the fact that there remain averaging 

ffects that need to be discarded in order to give strength to the 

ntropic one. We thus decided to use Eq. (1) , replacing T m 

by the

tomic fraction-weighed average melting point for a given alloy. By 
4 
ccounting for this ‘averaging’ effect it is possible to isolate en- 

ropic effects more effectively. In Fig. 3 we visualize Eq. (1) against 

he current fcc dataset. In this case, the correlation between the 

elting point depression and the configurational entropy is much 

tronger. The overall trend and the shape of the distribution in 

elting point depression considering either equilibrium or Scheil 

imulation conditions is remarkably similar, with a slight shift 

ownward for the latter. In this case, for all systems (even the low- 

elting Mn-rich fcc alloys), a higher chemical complexity results 

n a lowering of the melting point of the alloy, relative to the aver- 

ged melting point. This seems to lend credence to the hypothesis 

otivating this work. 

In Fig. 4 we show the distribution in the melting point de- 

ression for ternary- and quinary-like alloys within the larger 

oCrFeMnNiV-Al fcc HEA space. The degree of complexity of the 

lloy was inferred from the maximum S conf. attainable. The figure 

hows that there is a statistically meaningful difference in the so- 
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Fig. 5. a) Dependence of solidus temperature with (maximum possible) configurational entropy or chemical complexity; b) Parity plot comparing calculated and experimental 

solidus temperature. Solidus calculations are carried out considering both equilibrium and Scheil simulation conditions. ρ corresponds to the Pearson correlation between 

temperatures or temperature-related functions and (maximum possible) configurational entropy. 
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idification behavior as a function of alloy complexity, with quinary 

lloys having lower melting points than their ternary counterparts. 

nterestingly, this analysis also suggests that in the case of low- 

rder systems, the melting point is actually higher than what one 

ould expect from averaging the melting point of the constituent 

lements. This ‘over-stabilization’ of the solid solution relative to 

he liquid phase likely originates from exothermic enthalpic ef- 

ects. While it is likely that to a first approximation the con- 

tituents in the liquid interact in a qualitatively similar manner 

i.e. through exothermic interactions), the shorter interatomic dis- 

ances and more ordered nature of unlike bonds in the solid are 

ikely to result in a phase-competitive advantage. While in low or- 

er systems these effects seem to overcome entropy, the switch 

rom enthalpy-controlled to entropy-controlled melting seems to 

ccur at N = 3, which is in line, incidentally, with an analysis car- 

ied out by Curtarolo’s group [14] on entropic and enthalpic ef- 

ects on phase competition in the solid state. 

Having established the negative correlation between the calcu- 

ated melting temperatures and the maximum possible configura- 

ion in the CoCrFeMnNiV-Al fcc HEA, we proceeded to find exper- 

mental validation for these predictions. The data of the solidifica- 

ion behavior of HEAs is sparse, but there are some recent works 

n which this has been studied [15–19] —we have added the raw 

ata as a supplementary file. Fig. 5 a) shows a negative correla- 

ion ( ρ − 0 . 67 ) between experimental solidus temperature and al- 

oy complexity, in agreement with our analysis based on CALPHAD- 

ased simulations. Experiments thus strongly suggest that configu- 

ational entropy does decrease the melting point of (fcc) HEAs. Im- 

ortantly, Fig. 5 b) shows that when comparing experiments and 

bservations, the agreement is excellent (MAE ∼ 10 . 5 K), provided 

e assume equilibrium solidification conditions. While sparse, this 

xperimental evidence provides confidence in our computational 

nalysis over the entire fcc HEA space under investigation. 

To close, we have investigated whether configurational entropy, 

ften put forward as a key factor in the stabilization of single 

hase solid solutions in the HEA space, has an effect on the melt- 

ng point of fcc HEAs. Our analysis suggests that there is a neg- 

tive correlation between alloy complexity—mapped to a (maxi- 

um) possible configurational entropy, S con f —and melting point. 
5 
his is also verified using a simple analysis of the thermodynamics 

f melting of solid solutions. Notably, we have collected some exper- 

mental measurements that seem to align with our CALPHAD-based 

nalysis: there is a trade-off between alloy complexity and melting . 

hese results suggest that although there may be valid reasons to 

ant to explore the ’high entropy’ region in the HEA space, alloy 

omplexity comes at the price of lower melting points, which can 

e an important consideration when considering these fcc HEA al- 

oys as potential replacements of Ni-based super alloys, for exam- 

le. 
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